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SUMMARY
This survey has been released by AESVI, the trade body representing the video game
industry in Italy, in May 2017 and has been compiled based on data provided by the
research company GfK. It covers sales, consumer and demographic data concerning the
Italian video game market in 2016.

VIDEO GAME MARKET
The video game market ends 2016 positively with a turnover of over one billion euros (1,029,928,287
euros) and a growing trend with an increase of 8.2% compared to 2015. Also increasing are sales in
all sectors considered, such as software (+11.9%), consoles (+2.3%) and accessories (+3.7%).

SOFTWARE

01 SUMMARY

Software, increasing 11.9% compared to 2015, is the most important sector of the market with a share
of 61.8% of the market in 2016 and a turnover worth over six hundred million euros (636,908,554
euros).

Physical Software
Physical software – category that includes video games for consoles and PCs in packaged form sold
in shops – is worth almost 350 million euros (346,222,859 euros) and 54.4% of the total software
market. Compared to 2015 there is a slight decrease of -1.1% attributable to the fall in sales of
video games for PCs and old generation consoles. To amply compensate this slight decrease, on
one hand video games for hand held consoles have increased by 19.2%, and on the other next gen
consoles continue to enjoy excellent results in line with the positive trend of last year. Software
for last generation home platforms in fact, keeps expanding and has registered +23.4% value and
+32.7% volume in 2016 and a share of 82% of video games for consoles compared to 64% of the
previous year.

Digital Software
Digital software is the fastest expanding sector in 2016: in fact it shows a positive trend of +32.8% value
generating turnover of almost 300 million euros (290,685,694 euros) and managing to represent 45.6%
of total software sales. This sales category includes downloads of digital gaming, subscriptions to
online gaming using PCs and Consoles, pre-paid cards, micro transactions, digital gaming addons, paid gaming apps and in-app purchases.
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Best sellers and genres
In the physical software category, the football video game FIFA 17 is again the most popular game
among Italians gaining first place in best selling titles in our country in 2016. The next steps down
on the winning podium are occupied by Grand Theft Auto V and Uncharted 4: A Thief’s End. The top
20 best selling games this year include, as well as games targeted to adult players, those designed
for family entertainment or for young children.
With regards to the favourite genres of Italian consumers, in the top five we find action-adventure
video games (that make up more than 30.7% of the total volume sold), sporty video games (together
making up 23.7% of total sales), shooting games (18.1% of total sales), role-playing video games
(10.1% of total sales) and racing video games (6.1% of total sales).

CONSOLES
The console sector represents 29.8% of the market in the field, with a turnover of over 300 million
euros (307,252,246 euros) and a growing trend of 2.3%. Over 1.1 million consoles were sold in Italy in
2016 (1,153,113 units), of which 79% Home Consoles (910.455 units sold) and 21% Portable Consoles
(242,658 units sold). Also notable is the consolidation of the eighth generation consoles (PlayStation
4, Xbox One and Wii U): well over 98% of the sales value of Home Consoles was generated by next
gen consoles.

ACCESSORIES
In 2016 the market for video game accessories has grown considerably with a turnover exceeding
85 million euros (85,766,987 euros) and a growing trend of 3.7% compared to 2015 and over 2.7
million pieces sold (2,788,269 units). This sales category includes “hybrid” games (e.g. toys to life),
gamepads, chargers, cases, cables for console gaming, steering wheels, adapters, sport/leisure,
memory cards, remote controls, microphones, weapons, joysticks, boards and game pads, hard disks
for console gaming, musical instruments, pedals, video-glasses, accessories for visual interaction
(e.g. video cameras) and other accessories.
The area with the largest share in the accessories sector is that of gamepads which represents
49.8% of the total sales. However, the real novelty of 2016 were the so-called “video-glasses”,
that is, virtual reality visors launched onto the market during last year. They have come to represent
10.7% of the total accessories sales and have strongly influenced the increased sales in the sector.
Virtual reality has not yet reached its full potential on the market but is already starting to expand
outside the boundaries of the video game sector to enter those of schools, museums and cinemas
becoming more and more pervasive and offering new opportunities of integration and synergy with
other fields of entertainment and beyond.
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CONSUMER DATA
The Italians are a gaming nation: well over 50.2% of the Italian population over 14s plays video
games with the number of video gamers exceeding 25 million people with more and more adult
players.

Age and gender
When looking at the distribution by age group, one may notice a significant concentration in the older
population: around 62% of the video gamers is aged between 25 and 55 years old (18.4% in the
25-34 range, 22.4% in the 35-44 range and 20.6 % in the 45-54 range). Interestingly the over 65s are
slightly more numerous than the adolescents: they represent 7.9% of payers, while in the 14-17 range
we find 7.2% of the total. With regards to the distribution by gender, one notices how the number of
male and female players is equivalent: 50% of video gamers are women and 50% are men.
This data confirms that we are witnessing a significant expansion of the video gaming target. On one
hand, those born in the eighties who grew up playing video games and are now parents themselves, are
passing their passion on to their children. On the other, mobile and online gaming make the medium
even more accessible to the more adult population, in particular to the over 65s. The video gaming
public is therefore expanding both towards the new generations and the more adult population.

Time and gaming habits
Italians play often and often do it with other people: 48.9% of players plays at least 4 times a week,
27.8% from 1 to 3 times, 23.3% less than once a week. About 40% of video gamers states they play
with other people: with their family members (17.8%), with friends (10.7%), with other online players
(10,8%). So the tendancy for players to go beyond the traditional individual playing experience and to
seek a more social and shared dimension is increasing. If on one hand it’s ever more common to play
with others both online and offline, on the other, thanks to streaming services the number of people
that watch eSport competitions played by professional video gamers. This tendancy, for the moment
still in its early days here in Italy, is predicted to expand greatly in the next few years in our country.

Life goals
Lastly, the life goals declared by video gamers paint a picture balanced between professional/family
goals (reaching success in work and/or studies, obtaining a steady job and a dignified salary and/or
having children) and the need for playful activities and leisure (fun and life pleasures, holidays and
sports). Video gamers pursue the same goals and interests of most Italians. This shows how they are
well placed in their social context and different to those stereotypes that represent them as solitary
individuals who are far removed from society.
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MARKET DATA
Data on Consoles, Physical Software and Accessories were collected by GfK’s Retail
Panel. After having carried out a basic study on retail distribution in order to determine
and describe the scope of stores to be represented, GfK defines and selects the sample
from which it will then periodically record sales to end users. The data is collected digitally
and -where this is not possible- by visiting the retail outlet directly. The information
gathered is then checked, encoded according to international standards and then
elaborated, through statistical inference, to represent the whole market. The scope of
reference is constantly updated by the basic study of the reference distribution channels.

02
METODOLOGIA
02 METHODOLOGY

The estimate on the data for Digital Software is based on the GfK Consumer Panel. Once
weekly with a specific questionnaire on the Dialogatore, GfK monitors a representative
sample of the Italian population made up of 6000 individuals. The data are transmitted by the
Dialogatore (GfK’s handheld survey device) to the GfK data elaboration centre in real time
in order to guarantee accuracy and precision regarding the time frame details. The Panel
Consumer Entertainment service is a continuous weekly service, with data collection starting
from October 2015.

PHYSICAL SOFTWARE

includes video games for Home and Portable Consoles and PCs sold in
packaged form in stores.

DIGITAL SOFTWARE

includes downloads of digital gaming, subscriptions to online gaming using
PCs and Consoles, pre-paid cards, micro transactions, digital gaming addons, paid gaming apps and in-app purchases.

ACCESSORIES

include “hybrid” games (e.g. toys to life), gamepads, chargers, cases, cables
for console gaming, steering wheels, adapters, sport/leisure, memory cards,
remote controls, microphones, weapons, joysticks, boards and game pads,
hard disks for console gaming, musical instruments, pedals, video-glasses,
accessories for visual interaction (e.g. video cameras) and other accessories.
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CONSUMER DATA

TSSP

12.000

1.500
INDIVIDUALS PER YEAR

The estimated data relative to the consumer profile is based on
Sinottica TSSP, GfK’s integrated information system. It monitors
12,000 individuals per year. Precise information is gathered
from each individual regarding:values, opinions, attitudes
in several behavioral areas (over 1500 dedicated variables),
consumer use inside and outside the home, services and durable
goods, web surfing on PCs, smartphones, tablets and use of
apps, TV, radio, cinema, magazine and newspaper exposure.

03 MARKET DATA

DEDICATED VARIABLES

VIDEO GAMER
The definition of “video gamer” used in the consumer profile is the result obtained from the
logical sum of the following variables: possession in the family of home or portable video
game consoles, use of console to connect to the Internet in the last 3 months, purchase on
the Internet of video games, downloading of video games from Xbox live, Nintendo Wii Shop,
Playstation Network or other platforms, playing on the Internet in the last 3 months, usage
of smartphone to play online, usage of smartphone to download video games, playing using
social networks, downloading video game apps onto tablets.
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CLASSIFICA TOPMARKET
20 TITOLI SEGMENTS
PIU’ VENDUTI

CLASSIFICA TOP 20 TITOLI
PIU’ VENDUTI
MARKET
DATA

2016 TOTAL MARKET € 1.029.928.287
VIDEO GAMES
PHYSICAL + DIGITAL

636.908.554

CONSOLES
307.252.746

ACCESSORIES
85.766.987

VIDEO GAMES | PHYSICAL + DIGITAL

2015

2016
TOTAL MARKET
€ 636.908.554

TREND

11,9%

TOTAL MARKET
€ 569.065.128

CONSOLES

62%

30%

8%

TOTAL MARKET
€ 307.252.746

11,9 %

2,3 %

2015

2016
TOTAL MARKET
€ 1.029.928.287

3,7 %

TREND

8,2%

TOTAL MARKET
€ 952.172.036

Source: GfK | Retail Panel + Consumer Panel Entertainment - Collected 4th quarter 2016
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2015

2016
TREND

2,3%

TOTAL MARKET
€ 300.373.632

ACCESSORIES

2016
TOTAL MARKET
€ 85.766.987

2015
TREND

3,7%

TOTAL MARKET
€ 82.733.276

Source: GfK | Retail Panel + Consumer Panel Entertainment - Collected 4th quarter 2016
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CLASSIFICA TOP 20 TITOLI
PIU’ VENDUTI
VIDEO
GAMES
PHYSICAL SOFTWARE

VIDEO GAMES FOR NEW GENERATION HOME CONSOLES

TOTAL MARKET

1,1%

TREND

TOTAL MARKET
€ 350.175.299

DIGITAL SOFTWARE

2015

TOTAL MARKET
TREND

32,8%

PHYSICAL SOFTWARE
Physical Software includes video
games for Home and Portable
Consoles and PCs sold in packaged
form in stores.

TOTAL MARKET
€ 218.889.830

DIGITAL SOFTWARE
Digital Software includes downloads of
digital gaming, subscriptions to online
gaming using PCs and Consoles, prepaid cards, micro transactions, digital
gaming add-ons, paid gaming apps
and in-app purchases.

Source: GfK | Retail Panel + Consumer Panel Entertainment - Collected 4th quarter 2016
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23,4%

32,7%

value

SHARE

2016

2016
€ 290.685.694

2016 vs 2015

2015

2016
€ 346.222.859

CLASSIFICA TOP 20 TITOLI PIU’ VENDUTI
FOCUS

volume

2015

64%
36%

82%
18%

8° GENERATION

8° GENERATION

7° GENERATION

7° GENERATION

8° GENERATION
The 8° generation of Home Consoles
includes Nintendo Wii U (launched in
Europe 30.11.2012), Xbox One (launched
in Europe 22.11.2013) and Playstation 4
(launched in Europe 29.11.2013).

7° GENERATION
The 7° generation of Home Consoles
includes Xbox 360 (launched in Europe
02.12.2005), Nintendo Wii (launch date
in Europe 08.12.2006) and Playstation 3
(launched in Europe 23.03.2007).

Source: GfK | Retail Panel + Consumer Panel Entertainment - Collected 4th quarter 2016
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CLASSIFICA TOP 20 TITOLI PIU’
VENDUTI
CONSOLES

CLASSIFICA TOP 20 TITOLI PIU’ VENDUTI
FOCUS
8° GENERATION HOME CONSOLES

1.153.113

2016 vs 2015

UNITS SOLD IN 2016

7,6%

HOME CONSOLE

TREND

12,9%

910.455
UNITS SOLD
PORTABLE CONSOLE

242.658
UNITS SOLD

TREND

8,7%

23,8%

value

2016

SHARE

98%
2%

volume

2015

94%
6%

8° GENERATION

8° GENERATION

7° GENERATION

7° GENERATION

8° GENERATION
The 8° generation of Home Consoles
includes Nintendo Wii U (launched in
Europe 30.11.2012), Xbox One (launched
in Europe 22.11.2013) and Playstation 4
(launched in Europe 29.11.2013).

7° GENERATION
The 7° generation of Home Consoles
includes Xbox 360 (launched in Europe
02.12.2005), Nintendo Wii (launch date
in Europe 08.12.2006) and Playstation 3
(launched in Europe 23.03.2007).

Source: GfK | Retail Panel
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CLASSIFICA TOP 20 TITOLI
PIU’ VENDUTI
ACCESSORIES

ALL PLATFORMS | PHYSICAL SOFTWARE | BY VOLUME

2.788.269

UNITS SOLD IN 2016

FOCUS //

01.

ACTION | ADVENTURE

MUSIC GAMES

02.

30,5%
23,7%

08.

SPORTS GAME

09.

JUMP & RUN

1,9%

SHOOTER

18,1%

10.

04.

ROLE PLAYING GAME

10,2%

11.

ARCADE

05.

RACING GAME

12.

CLASSIC ADVENTURE

11,1%

06.

CHILDREN | CREATIVE

13.

OTHER GENRES

//STEERING WHEEL

7,5%

2,5%

07.

SIMULATION

14.

PARLOR GAME

//CHARGERS

3,8%

- 0,3%

//OTHERS

13,7%

- 2,8%

SHARE VALUE
2016

//GAMEPAD
//HYBRID TOYS

48,8%
14,5%

//VIDEOGLASSES 10,7%

CONTRIBUTE TO
TREND (VALUE)

2,6%
- 9,4%

ACCESSORIES
Accessories include “hybrid” games (e.g. toys to life), gamepads, chargers, cases,
cables for console gaming, steering wheels, adapters, sport/leisure, memory cards,
remote controls, microphones, weapons, joysticks, boards and game pads, hard disks
for console gaming, musical instruments, pedals, video-glasses, accessories for
visual interaction (e.g. video cameras) and other accessories.

Source: GfK | Retail Panel

6,1%
2,7%
2,4%

15.

EDUTAINMENT

0.1%

1,5%
0,7%

03.

MARKET
SECTOR
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CLASSIFICA TOP 20 TITOLI
PIU’GENRES
VENDUTI
GAME

STRATEGY

0,7%
0,7%

0,4%
0,2%

Action-Adventure: eg. Assassins Creed, Dark Souls, Metal Gear Solid.
Arcade: eg. Rayman Raving Rabbit, Worms, Angry Birds.
Children / Creative: eg. Barbie, Disney Epic Mickey, Lego Ninjago.
Classic Adventure: eg. Awakening, Bakugan, Monster Hunter.
Edutainment: eg. Jewel Master, Mystery Case File, Professor Layton.
Jump & Run: eg. Donkey Kong, Mario Party, Sonic.
Music Games: eg. Guitar Hero, Disney Sing it, Just Dance.
Parlor Games: eg. BUZZ, WII Party, Family Trainer.
Racing Games: eg. Forza Motor Sport, Gran Turismo.
Role Playing Games: eg. Diablo, Divinity, Final Fantasy.
Shooter: eg. Call of Duty, Battlefield, Far Cry.
Simulation: eg. Agricultural Simulator, Farming Simulator, Flight Simulator.
Sports Games: eg. Fifa, PES, Madden NFL.
Strategy: eg. Anno, Might and Magic, SID Meiers Civilization.
Source: GfK | Retail Panel
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TOP 20 BEST SELLING TITLES

1
2

12 TOM CLANCY’S THE DIVISION //
UBISOFT

ROCKSTAR GAMES

14

CALL OF DUTY INFINITE WARFARE //
ACTIVISION BLIZZARD

18

15 FINAL FANTASY XV //
SQUARE ENIX

16 TOM CLANCY’S RAINBOW SIX SIEGE //
UBISOFT

17 YO-KAI WATCH //

MINECRAFT //

NINTENDO

SONY/MICROSOFT

18

POKÉMON SOLE //
NINTENDO

ACTIVISION BLIZZARD

KONAMI

EA

EA

CALL OF DUTY BLACK OPS III //

PRO EVOLUTION SOCCER 2017 //

FIFA 16 //

BATTLEFIELD 1 //

9
10

UBISOFT

SONY

7
8

13 FAR CRY PRIMAL //

UNCHARTED 4: A THIEF’S END //

5
6

NINTENDO

EA

GRAND THEFT AUTO V //

3
4

11 POKÉMON LUNA //

FIFA 17 //

JUST DANCE 2016 //
UBISOFT

19 DARK SOULS III //

WATCH DOGS 2 //

BANDAI NAMCO ENTERTAINMENT

UBISOFT

20 JUST DANCE 2017 //
UBISOFT

Source: GfK | Retail Panel
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CLASSIFICA TOP 20 TITOLI PIU’ VENDUTI
PEGI

CLASSIFICA TOP 20 TITOLI PIU’ VENDUTI

ALL PLATFORMS | PHYSICAL SOFTWARE | BY VOLUME

33%
PEGI is a pan-European video game classification system designed to educate
consumers to purchase sensibly and protect minors from accessing video
games with content which is inappropriate for their age. It provides information
on recommended ages for using video games and on specific content which may
be present in them, so parents may make informed choices about what they
purchase. Moreover PEGI guarantees that every game is advertised responsibly.

16%
8%

PEGI classification provides information on the suitability of the game content
according to age group and not on the level of difficulty. This means that a PEGI
3 video game may be difficult to master, while a PEGI 18 game may be simple to
use. It is therefore the type of content present in the game that determines its
classification. The age classification icons are used together with descriptors
stating the content which has determined the game to be classified in a certain
way.

13%
30%
VIDEO GAMES SOLD IN ITALY
SUITABLE FOR UNDER 12S
(PEGI 12, PEGI 7 E PEGI 3)

57%

The PEGI system was launched in 2003 and has since classified more than 25,000
video games. Today it is used in 38 European countries and adopted by all the
main video game publishers and developers operating on the European market.
PEGI applies to all video games, whatever their format or platform, sold and
distributed in Europe by any operator on the market who has underwritten the
code of conduct on which PEGI is based. The system is also sustained by the
institutions of the European Union and by the majority of European governments.
For further information visit the website www.pegi.info.

Source: GfK | Retail Panel
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CLASSIFICA TOP
20 TITOLI
PIU’profilE
VENDUTI
Video
gamer
NUMBER
51.301.000
25.754.000 (SHARE: 50,2%)

ITALIAN POPULATION (OVER 14S)
VIDEO GAMERS (OVER 14S)

Half of the Italian population of over 14s plays video games

GENDER
MALE

04 CONSUMER DATA

FEMALE

50% 50%

Video gamers are equally distributed between males and females

AGE
22,4%
18,4%

20,6%

12,9%

10,7%

7,2%

14-17

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

7,9%

55-64

65+

YEARS OLD YEARS OLD YEARS OLD YEARS OLD YEARS OLD YEARS OLD YEARS OLD
61,4% of video gamers is aged between 25 and 54
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CLASSIFICA TOP
20 TITOLI
PIU’profile
VENDUTI
Video
gamer

CLASSIFICA TOPand
20 TITOLI
PIU’ habits
VENDUTI
Frequency
gaming
FREQUENCY OF PLAY

GEOGRAPHICAL AREA
37,9%

NORTH WEST

24,9%

NORTH EAST

19,1%

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

21,0%
11,0%

EVERY DAY

4/5 TIMES A
WEEK

2/3 TIMES A
WEEK

6,8%

7,8%

1 ONCE A
WEEK

2/3 TIMES A
MONTH

13,4%
2,1%
1 ONCE A
MONTH

LESS
OFTEN

48.9% of video gamers play at least 4 times a week

CENTRE

22,2%

GAMING HABITS
90%
80%

76,4%

70%
60%

SOUTH AND THE
ISLANDS

33,8%
The southern regions have a higher number of video gamers

50%
40%
30%

17,8%

20%
10%

10,8%

10,7%

0%

PLAY
ALONE

PLAY WITH PLAY WITH PLAY WITH
FAMILY OTHER PLAYERS MY FRIENDS
MEMBERS
ONLINE

0,6%
PLAY WITH
OTHERS

39.9% of video gamers play with others
Source: GfK | Sinottica TSSP 2016 – Collected September – December 2015, January – April 2016, May – July 2016
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20 TITOLI PIU’ACTIVITIES
VENDUTI
LIFE GOALSCLASSIFICA
AND FREETOP
TIME/LEISURE
TOP 5 GOALS IN LIFE
01.

HAVING ONE’S OWN BUSINESS
02.

SUCCESS IN WORK/STUDY
03.

PRACTICE SPORTS
04.

TO ENJOY ONESELF, ENJOY LIFE’S PLEASURES
05.

A SECURE JOB AND A DIGNIFIED SALARY

TOP 5 FREE TIME AND LEISURE ACTIVITIES

05 AESVI

01.

IN THE EVENINGS I OFTEN GO OUT TO THE LOCAL BAR (PUB, SOCIAL CLUB, CLUB)
02.

IN THE EVENINGS I OFTEN GO OUT TO HAVE A DRINK OR EAT SOMETHING,
LISTEN TO MUSIC, MEET UP WITH FRIENDS

03.

I OFTEN GO OUT DANCING/GO TO DISCOS
04.

I LIKE PLAYING INSTRUMENTS/SINGING
05.

I LIKE WATCHING FILMS/DVDS
Source: GfK | Sinottica TSSP 2016 – Collected September – December 2015, January – April 2016, May – July 2016.
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AESVI

CLASSIFICA TOP 20 TITOLI PIU’ VENDUTI

AESVI IS THE PROMOTER OF

MILAN GAMES WEEK (WWW.MILANGAMESWEEK.IT)
AESVI is the Italian Games Industry Association representing all sectors of the
game industry, from publishing to development. The Association serves the
shared interests of all industry players and works to promote the growth of the
games industry in Italy and to increase its international competitiveness. We
operate very pragmatically and our work is guided by the needs of our member
companies.
Our services include the production of various reports related to the Italian games
market and industry, promoting group trips at the most important international
fairs, organizing national events to support industry growth, developing relations
with national and local public institutions, promoting media relations both
nationally and internationally, as well as providing legal, accounting and business
assistance.

// official Italian video game consumer show;

ITALIAN GAME DEVELOPERS SUMMIT (WWW.IGDS.IT)
// international conference for the Italian video game developers’ community;

PREMIO DRAGO D’ORO (WWW.PREMIODRAGODORO.IT)
// the Italian Video Games Awards.
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AESVI MEMBERS

//3D CLOUDS
//505 GAMES
//ACTIVART
//ACTIVISION BLIZZARD
//ADVENTURE'S PLANET
//ALITTLEB.IT
//ANTAB STUDIO
//ASUSTEK ITALY
//BAD SEED
//BALZO
//BANDAI NAMCO ENTERTAINMENT
//BRAIN IN THE BOX GAMES
//CARACAL GAMES
//CENTOUNOPERCENTO
//CHRONICLERS GAME STUDIO
//DIGITAL TALES
//DP STUDIOS
//ELECTRONIC ARTS
//FORGE REPLY
//INDIECONSTRUCTION
//INDIEGALA
//INDOMITUS GAMES
//INVADER STUDIOS
//ITALIAN GAMES FACTORY
//IV PRODUCTIONS
//JUST FUNNY GAMES
//KOCH MEDIA
//LEAF GAMES & SOFTWARE
//LKA
//MASH&CO
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//MELAZETA
//MICROSOFT
//MILESTONE
//MIXEDBAG
//MOTORSPORT GAMING
//NEKO8GAMES
//NINTENDO ITALIA
//OFFICINE TELEMATICHE
//OVOSONICO
//POTATO KILLER STUDIOS
//REAL GAME MACHINE
//REDBIT GAMES
//REDDOLL
//RELUDO
//RIMLIGHT STUDIOS
//SHINE RECORDS
//SONY INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT ITALY
//STORM IN A TEACUP
//STUDIO CLANGORE
//STUDIO EVIL
//SYLPHE LABS
//TAKE TWO
//TINY BULL STUDIOS
//UBISOFT
//UBISOFT MILAN
//UNAMEDIA
//UNREAL VISION
//UNTOLD GAMES
//WARNER BROS
//YUMEGEARS

06 GfK
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GfK

The GfK Group is a reliable source of information on the market and on the
consumers, supporting the decisional processes of the companies which are
its customers. Over 13,000 market research experts unite their passion for
the job to over 80 years of the Group’s experience in research methodology,
treatment and elaboration of data. GfK is able to provide strategical analyses and
indispensable global studies, integrated with the knowledge of the local markets
of 100 countries. With innovative technology and advanced statistical methods,
GfK transforms “Big Data” into knowledge, enabling clients to improve their
competitive advantage through a better understanding of the experiences and
choices of consumers.
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
VIA COPERNICO, 38
20125 MILANO
TEL: +39 348 557 4564
EMAIL: INFO@AESVI.IT
WWW.AESVI.IT

